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We can classify cosmological parameters according to their impact on P(k)
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PL(k, z) = P (k|As, ns)⇥ T (k)⇥D(z)

Sánchez (2020)
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the

MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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•Impact of evolution parameters on 
P(k) can be fully described by  s12(z), 
the rms linear variance of the density 
field in spheres with R = 12 Mpc.

•Lost when using quantities that 
explicitly depend on h (s_8,    ).
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Evolution mapping: non-linear P(k)
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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•Given      , all       and z leading to 
the same        give indistinguishable 
PL(k).
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•Extend evolution mapping to the statistics of the velocity field which are an 
essential ingredient for the modelling of the redshift space power spectrum.

Can be calculated from linear 
theory and used to map one 
cosmology to another.

Trajectories of particles in terms of s12 
are almost identical in cosmologies that 
only differ in shape parameters.
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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<latexit sha1_base64="I2UGb0e1EEjOKvsHx7Ndr+zO65M=">AAAB/HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU12qWbYBHqZsi0pdZdwY24qmAf0A4lk6ZtaCYzJBlhGCr+iRsXirj1Q9z5N6adCip64F4O59xLbo4fcaY0Qh/Wyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t28fHLZVGEtCWyTkoez6WFHOBG1ppjntRpLiwOe0408v5n7nlkrFQnGjk4h6AR4LNmIEayMN7EJzkPaHlGuc9Vlpejqwi8hBtUrlvAyRU3GrlWrdEOSWEXKh66AFimCJ5sB+7w9DEgdUaMKxUj0XRdpLsdSMcDrL92NFI0ymeEx7hgocUOWli+Nn8MQoQzgKpSmh4UL9vpHiQKkk8M1kgPVE/fbm4l9eL9ajupcyEcWaCpI9NIo51CGcJwGHTFKieWIIJpKZWyGZYImJNnnlTQhfP4X/k3bZcWtO9bpabFzdZ3HkwBE4BiXggjPQAJegCVqAgAQ8gCfwbN1Zj9aL9ZqNrljLCAvgB6y3T90plVs=</latexit>

P��(k)





Backup slides



The algorithm
•Assign the particles to cubical 

cells (cyan lines).

•Loop over the grid points 
(orange dots):

•Center a sphere on the grid 
point

•Gather the particles in the 
cubical cells that have the 
center of the sphere as one of 
their vertices

•Draw a Delaunay tessellation 
on these particles

•Loop over the tetrahedra 
(green lines) and check if they 
are:

•Fully outside the sphere: 
skip the step;

•Fully inside the sphere: 
calculate the mean velocity 
interpolated inside the 
tetrahedron and assign it its 
volume as a weight

•Intersecting the sphere (red 
triangle):

<latexit sha1_base64="Da9qb9tFssk1ENxojEb1aPkgjSY=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQXUial9LEQCroQVxXsAzpDyaSZNjSTGZOMUIaCG7/Bra7diVs/xKV/YqatYEUPXDiccy/33uNFnClt2x/W0vLK6tp6ZiO7ubW9s5vb22+pMJaENknIQ9nxsKKcCdrUTHPaiSTFgcdp2xudp377jkrFQnGjxxF1AzwQzGcEayO5jsYxPIMOF87pRS+Xtwu2bSOEYEpQpWwbUqtVi6gKUWoZ5MEcjV7u0+mHJA6o0IRjpbrIjrSbYKkZ4XSSdWJFI0xGeEC7hgocUOUm06Mn8NgofeiH0pTQcKr+nEhwoNQ48ExngPVQ/fZS8S+vG2u/6iZMRLGmgswW+TGHOoRpArDPJCWajw3BRDJzKyRDLDHRJqeFLV4wMZl8Pw7/J61iAZULpetSvn51P0snAw7BETgBCFRAHVyCBmgCAm7BI3gCz9aD9WK9Wm+z1iVrnugBWID1/gWmvph+</latexit>

⌧ = ln D

•Intersecting the sphere (red 
triangle):



The algorithm

<latexit sha1_base64="Da9qb9tFssk1ENxojEb1aPkgjSY=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQXUial9LEQCroQVxXsAzpDyaSZNjSTGZOMUIaCG7/Bra7diVs/xKV/YqatYEUPXDiccy/33uNFnClt2x/W0vLK6tp6ZiO7ubW9s5vb22+pMJaENknIQ9nxsKKcCdrUTHPaiSTFgcdp2xudp377jkrFQnGjxxF1AzwQzGcEayO5jsYxPIMOF87pRS+Xtwu2bSOEYEpQpWwbUqtVi6gKUWoZ5MEcjV7u0+mHJA6o0IRjpbrIjrSbYKkZ4XSSdWJFI0xGeEC7hgocUOUm06Mn8NgofeiH0pTQcKr+nEhwoNQ48ExngPVQ/fZS8S+vG2u/6iZMRLGmgswW+TGHOoRpArDPJCWajw3BRDJzKyRDLDHRJqeFLV4wMZl8Pw7/J61iAZULpetSvn51P0snAw7BETgBCFRAHVyCBmgCAm7BI3gCz9aD9WK9Wm+z1iVrnugBWID1/gWmvph+</latexit>

⌧ = ln D

•Intersecting the sphere (red 
triangle):

•Draw random points inside 
the tetrahedra

•Linearly interpolate the 
velocity for those points that 
fall inside the sphere (orange 
dots)

•Use those points to calculate 
the average velocity and the 
volume of the intersection 
with MC



A simpler approximation
•The Delaunay approach assumes a constant 

gradient of the field inside each 
tetrahedron.

•The simplest approximation is to assume 
the field to be constant inside each Voronoi 
cell. 

•We can use a glass of random points to 
sample the field in this approximation.

•Faster and comparable results.

7/
<latexit sha1_base64="UnRTFZcwJQIfcPq57ScJBxTUhu4=">AAAB8nicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPw0xMMskt4EVvEcwCkyH0dDpJk16G7h4hDPkMLx4U8erXePNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9OGFUG8/7cNbWNza3tnM7+d29/YPDwtFxW8tUYdLCkknVjZEmjArSMtQw0k0UQTxmpBNPruZ+554oTaW4M9OERByNBB1SjIyVwp6mI476mV+a9QtFz60E1XotgJ7rl+reklSCS68KfddboAhWaPYL772BxCknwmCGtA59LzFRhpShmJFZvpdqkiA8QSMSWioQJzrKFifP4LlVBnAolS1h4EL9PpEhrvWUx7aTIzPWv725+JcXpmZYizIqktQQgZeLhimDRsL5/3BAFcGGTS1BWFF7K8RjpBA2NqW8DeHrU/g/aZdcv+qWb8vFxs0qjhw4BWfgAvggAA1wDZqgBTCQ4AE8gWfHOI/Oi/O6bF1zVjMn4Aect0+MMZF6</latexit>�12



Comparison to fitting functions
•Bel et al. (2019) proposed a set of N-body calibrated parametric equations for  

P__          and P__.        .
<latexit sha1_base64="3o91a9gCRPhFT7k/A4F59Yxw7zE=">AAAB/3icdZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9VQU3boJFUJAh09aqO8GNuKpgVWhLyaS3NjTzILkj1LGgf8WNC0Xc+jfc+W9MWwUVPRA4nHNDbj4/VtIgY+/O2PjE5NR0ZiY7Oze/sJhbWj4zUaIFVEWkIn3hcwNKhlBFiQouYg088BWc+93DQX9+BdrIKDzFXgyNgF+Gsi0FRxs1c6uVZlpvgUJexw4g7292t+n1VjOXZy4rF4sFRplb9ErFnX1rmOftF8rUc9lQefKpSjP3Vm9FIgkgRKG4MTWPxdhIuUYpFPSz9cRAzEWXX0LN2pAHYBrpcP8+3bBJi7YjbU+IdJh+v5HywJhe4NvJgGPH/O4G4V9dLcH2XiOVYZwghGL0UDtRFCM6gEFbUoNA1bOGCy3trlR0uOYCLbKshfD1U/q/OSu4XtktnZTyB8e3IxwZskbWySbxyC45IEekQqpEkBtyTx7Jk3PnPDjPzstodMz5RLhCfsh5/QCsnJZT</latexit>

P�✓(k, z)
<latexit sha1_base64="SooJ3OaGmQ0Vb4RwldrS2FU7zuU=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVFdy4CRahggyZtla7K7gRVxXsA9pSMmnahmYeJHeEOhb0V9y4UMStv+HOvzF9CCp64F4O59xLbo4bSqGBkA9rbn5hcWk5sZJcXVvf2ExtbVd1ECnGKyyQgaq7VHMpfF4BAZLXQ8Wp50pecwdnY792zZUWgX8Fw5C3PNrzRVcwCkZqp3bL7bgJfQ502keZwRG+OWyn0sQmhVwuSzCxc04+d1w0hDhOMVvAjk0mSKMZyu3Ue7MTsMjjPjBJtW44JIRWTBUIJvko2Yw0Dykb0B5vGOpTj+tWPLl/hA+M0sHdQJnyAU/U7xsx9bQeeq6Z9Cj09W9vLP7lNSLonrZi4YcRcJ9NH+pGEkOAx2HgjlCcgRwaQpkS5lbM+lRRBiaypAnh66f4f1LN2k7Bzl/m06WLu2kcCbSH9lEGOegEldA5KqMKYugWPaAn9GzdW4/Wi/U6HZ2zZhHuoB+w3j4Bv6OWXw==</latexit>

P✓✓(k, z)

•Usage of Mpc/h units in s   , introduces an implicit dependence on h, 
making the fitting functions unreliable when varying this parameter. 
 

<latexit sha1_base64="VH73HVZjCgoXIWHKwLPQCW+2p9U=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjJtre2u4EZcVbAPaIeSSTNtaJIZk4xQhoLf4MaFIm79HXf+jelDUNEDFw7n3Mu99wQxZ9og9OFkVlbX1jeym7mt7Z3dvfz+QUtHiSK0SSIeqU6ANeVM0qZhhtNOrCgWAaftYHwx89t3VGkWyRsziakv8FCykBFsrNTpaTYUuF/t5wvIRZVSqYggckteuXRWswR5Xq1YgZ6L5iiAJRr9/HtvEJFEUGkIx1p3PRQbP8XKMMLpNNdLNI0xGeMh7VoqsaDaT+f3TuGJVQYwjJQtaeBc/T6RYqH1RAS2U2Az0r+9mfiX101MWPVTJuPEUEkWi8KEQxPB2fNwwBQlhk8swUQxeyskI6wwMTainA3h61P4P2kVXa/ilq/LhfrV/SKOLDgCx+AUeOAc1MElaIAmIICDB/AEnp1b59F5cV4XrRlnGeEh+AHn7RNPZ5CZ</latexit>�8

<latexit sha1_base64="HN601JXTO44Ujuqo9D7QqVC3NhI=">AAACCXicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jbp0EyxCRR1mtNhxIRTciKsK9gKdYcikmTY0cyHJCHUouHLjq7hxoYhb38Cdb2N6WWjrgcDHOX9I/uMnjAppmt/a3PzC4tJybiW/ura+salvbddFnHJMajhmMW/6SBBGI1KTVDLSTDhBoc9Iw+9dDvPGHeGCxtGt7CfEDVEnogHFSCrL0yHyLHgBj03DtsqHp4Z1bjtH0BG0EyLPLt4feHrBNMyR4CxYEyiAiaqe/uW0Y5yGJJKYISFalplIN0NcUszIIO+kgiQI91CHtBRGKCTCzUabDOC+ctowiLk6kYQj9/eNDIVC9ENfTYZIdsV0NjT/y1qpDGw3o1GSShLh8UNByqCM4bAW2KacYMn6ChDmVP0V4i7iCEtVXl6VYE2vPAv1E8M6M0o3pULl+mFcRw7sgj1QBBYogwq4AlVQAxg8gmfwCt60J+1Fe9c+xqNz2qTCHfBH2ucPRAGWug==</latexit>

a1 = �0.817 + 3.198�8(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ve+zJ/7LiScGyvcZUAJin4A938Q=">AAACCHicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlC4NFqKDDTCm2LoSCG3FVwV6gMwyZNK2hycyQZIQ6FNy48VXcuFDErY/gzrcxvSy09UDg45w/JP8JYkalsu1vI7OwuLS8kl3Nra1vbG6Z2zsNGSUCkzqOWCRaAZKE0ZDUFVWMtGJBEA8YaQb9i1HevCNC0ii8UYOYeBz1QtqlGClt+eY+8ovwHNpWpVw+KVnOmeMeQ1fSHkd+pXB/5Jt527LHgvPgTCEPpqr55pfbiXDCSagwQ1K2HTtWXoqEopiRYc5NJIkR7qMeaWsMESfSS8eLDOGhdjqwGwl9QgXH7u8bKeJSDnigJzlSt3I2G5n/Ze1EdSteSsM4USTEk4e6CYMqgqNWYIcKghUbaEBYUP1XiG+RQFjp7nK6BGd25XloFC3n1Cpdl/LVq4dJHVmwBw5AATigDKrgEtRAHWDwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mIxmjGmFu+CPjM8f2aiWhg==</latexit>

a2 = 0.877� 4.191�8(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="q79Z93J6BYhu9WsG8eB/jwfGv18=">AAACCXicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jbp0EyxCRR1maqntQii4EVcV7AU6w5BJM21o5kKSEepQcOXGV3HjQhG3voE738b0stDWA4GPc/6Q/MeLGRXSNL+1hcWl5ZXVzFp2fWNza1vf2W2IKOGY1HHEIt7ykCCMhqQuqWSkFXOCAo+Rpte/HOXNO8IFjcJbOYiJE6BuSH2KkVSWq0PknsELeGoZVqVyXDRKhYp9Am1BuwFyy/n7I1fPmYY5FpwHawo5MFXN1b/sToSTgIQSMyRE2zJj6aSIS4oZGWbtRJAY4T7qkrbCEAVEOOl4kyE8VE4H+hFXJ5Rw7P6+kaJAiEHgqckAyZ6YzUbmf1k7kX7ZSWkYJ5KEePKQnzAoIziqBXYoJ1iygQKEOVV/hbiHOMJSlZdVJVizK89Do2BYJaN4U8xVrx8mdWTAPjgAeWCBc1AFV6AG6gCDR/AMXsGb9qS9aO/ax2R0QZtWuAf+SPv8AU2olsA=</latexit>

a3 = �1.199 + 4.629�8(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="Kvu3TwHxAsz9hIcnsncmCqV9wk8=">AAACCHicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlC4NFqCjDTCm2LoSCG3FVwV6gMw6ZNNOGZi4kGaEOBTdufBU3LhRx6yO4821MLwttPRD4OOcPyX+8mFEhTfNbyywsLi2vZFdza+sbm1v69k5DRAnHpI4jFvGWhwRhNCR1SSUjrZgTFHiMNL3+xShv3hEuaBTeyEFMnAB1Q+pTjKSyXH3fg+fQNMwz69g0ymbRPoG2oN0AuZXbYuH+yNXzKh0LzoM1hTyYqubqX3YnwklAQokZEqJtmbF0UsQlxYwMc3YiSIxwH3VJW2GIAiKcdLzIEB4qpwP9iKsTSjh2f99IUSDEIPDUZIBkT8xmI/O/rJ1Iv+KkNIwTSUI8echPGJQRHLUCO5QTLNlAAcKcqr9C3EMcYam6y6kSrNmV56FRNKxTo3RdylevHiZ1ZMEeOAAFYIEyqIJLUAN1gMEjeAav4E170l60d+1jMprRphXugj/SPn8AuEqWcg==</latexit>

b = 0.091 + 0.702�2
8(z)

<latexit sha1_base64="V2aVT66sJbXVBhCpss4oi5AC60g=">AAACEnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlm2ARWtQ6U4qtC6HgRlxVsBfojEMmk7ahmQtJRqhDwTdw46u4caGIW1fufBvTy0JbDwQ+zvlD8h83YlRIw/jWUguLS8sr6dXM2vrG5pa+vdMQYcwxqeOQhbzlIkEYDUhdUslIK+IE+S4jTbd/Mcqbd4QLGgY3chAR20fdgHYoRlJZjp43T/qO5REmETyHx0bBKFUOzcKZWbaOoCVo10dO5baYu887elalY8F5MKeQBVPVHP3L8kIc+ySQmCEh2qYRSTtBXFLMyDBjxYJECPdRl7QVBsgnwk7GKw3hgXI82Am5OoGEY/f3jQT5Qgx8V036SPbEbDYy/8vasexU7IQGUSxJgCcPdWIGZQhH/UCPcoIlGyhAmFP1V4h7iCMsVYsZVYI5u/I8NIoF87RQui5lq1cPkzrSYA/sgxwwQRlUwSWogTrA4BE8g1fwpj1pL9q79jEZTWnTCnfBH2mfP8s6mjw=</latexit>

1/k� = �0.048 + 1.917�2
8(z)

<latexit sha1_base64="JBv0jCncg7U78/NtuOVTA2YYC/c=">AAAB8nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSLUzZDp1NruCm7EVQX7gOlQMmnahiYzQ5IR6lDwJ9y4UMStX+POvzF9CCp64MLhnHu5954g5kxphD6szMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP2ipKJGENknEI9kJsKKchbSpmea0E0uKRcBpOxhfzPz2LZWKReGNnsTUF3gYsgEjWBvJ6yo2FLhXLd6d9vIFZKOK65YQRLbrlN2zmiHIcWqlCnRsNEcBLNHo5d+7/YgkgoaacKyU56BY+ymWmhFOp7luomiMyRgPqWdoiAVVfjo/eQpPjNKHg0iaCjWcq98nUiyUmojAdAqsR+q3NxP/8rxED6p+ysI40TQki0WDhEMdwdn/sM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrJCMsMdEmpZwJ4etT+D9plWynYpevy4X61f0ijiw4AsegCBxwDurgEjRAExAQgQfwBJ4tbT1aL9brojVjLSM8BD9gvX0C+9SRgg==</latexit>

�8(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="JBv0jCncg7U78/NtuOVTA2YYC/c=">AAAB8nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSLUzZDp1NruCm7EVQX7gOlQMmnahiYzQ5IR6lDwJ9y4UMStX+POvzF9CCp64MLhnHu5954g5kxphD6szMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP2ipKJGENknEI9kJsKKchbSpmea0E0uKRcBpOxhfzPz2LZWKReGNnsTUF3gYsgEjWBvJ6yo2FLhXLd6d9vIFZKOK65YQRLbrlN2zmiHIcWqlCnRsNEcBLNHo5d+7/YgkgoaacKyU56BY+ymWmhFOp7luomiMyRgPqWdoiAVVfjo/eQpPjNKHg0iaCjWcq98nUiyUmojAdAqsR+q3NxP/8rxED6p+ysI40TQki0WDhEMdwdn/sM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrJCMsMdEmpZwJ4etT+D9plWynYpevy4X61f0ijiw4AsegCBxwDurgEjRAExAQgQfwBJ4tbT1aL9brojVjLSM8BD9gvX0C+9SRgg==</latexit>

�8(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="JBv0jCncg7U78/NtuOVTA2YYC/c=">AAAB8nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSLUzZDp1NruCm7EVQX7gOlQMmnahiYzQ5IR6lDwJ9y4UMStX+POvzF9CCp64MLhnHu5954g5kxphD6szMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP2ipKJGENknEI9kJsKKchbSpmea0E0uKRcBpOxhfzPz2LZWKReGNnsTUF3gYsgEjWBvJ6yo2FLhXLd6d9vIFZKOK65YQRLbrlN2zmiHIcWqlCnRsNEcBLNHo5d+7/YgkgoaacKyU56BY+ymWmhFOp7luomiMyRgPqWdoiAVVfjo/eQpPjNKHg0iaCjWcq98nUiyUmojAdAqsR+q3NxP/8rxED6p+ysI40TQki0WDhEMdwdn/sM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrJCMsMdEmpZwJ4etT+D9plWynYpevy4X61f0ijiw4AsegCBxwDurgEjRAExAQgQfwBJ4tbT1aL9brojVjLSM8BD9gvX0C+9SRgg==</latexit>

�8(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="9cu30N0fU5p417JvPzZyWb2jMb8=">AAAB9HicdZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9VV26CRahbobMTK3truBGXFWwF2jHkkkzbWjmYpIp1KHgW7hxoYhbH8adb2N6EVT0QOBwzh/y5/NizqRC6MNYWl5ZXVvPbGQ3t7Z3dnN7+w0ZJYLQOol4JFoelpSzkNYVU5y2YkFx4HHa9Ibn0745okKyKLxW45i6Ae6HzGcEKx25Hcn6Ae6Wb+zC3Uk3l0cmKjmOjSAyHavonFa0QZZVsUvQMtFMebBQrZt77/QikgQ0VIRjKdsWipWbYqEY4XSS7SSSxpgMcZ+2tQ1xQKWbzpaewGOd9KAfCX1CBWfp9xspDqQcB56eDLAayN/dNPyrayfKL7spC+NE0ZDMH/ITDlUEpwRgjwlKFB9rg4lgeldIBlhgojSnrIbw9VP4v2nYplUyi1fFfPXyfo4jAw7BESgAC5yBKrgANVAHBNyCB/AEno2R8Wi8GK/z0SVjgfAA/JDx9gkoOpIm</latexit>

�2
8(z)

<latexit sha1_base64="9cu30N0fU5p417JvPzZyWb2jMb8=">AAAB9HicdZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9VV26CRahbobMTK3truBGXFWwF2jHkkkzbWjmYpIp1KHgW7hxoYhbH8adb2N6EVT0QOBwzh/y5/NizqRC6MNYWl5ZXVvPbGQ3t7Z3dnN7+w0ZJYLQOol4JFoelpSzkNYVU5y2YkFx4HHa9Ibn0745okKyKLxW45i6Ae6HzGcEKx25Hcn6Ae6Wb+zC3Uk3l0cmKjmOjSAyHavonFa0QZZVsUvQMtFMebBQrZt77/QikgQ0VIRjKdsWipWbYqEY4XSS7SSSxpgMcZ+2tQ1xQKWbzpaewGOd9KAfCX1CBWfp9xspDqQcB56eDLAayN/dNPyrayfKL7spC+NE0ZDMH/ITDlUEpwRgjwlKFB9rg4lgeldIBlhgojSnrIbw9VP4v2nYplUyi1fFfPXyfo4jAw7BESgAC5yBKrgANVAHBNyCB/AEno2R8Wi8GK/z0SVjgfAA/JDx9gkoOpIm</latexit>

�2
8(z)

<latexit sha1_base64="ZMIXQwPfzPMTvZKqpiIJKVPPGJE=">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</latexit>

P�✓(k) =
⇥
PNL
�� (k)PL

✓✓(k)
⇤ 1

2 e�
k
k�

�bk6

<latexit sha1_base64="nnorhZYRfAftbaEAXfGyOLkjYU8=">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</latexit>

P✓✓(k) = PL
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�k(a1+a2k+a3k
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<latexit sha1_base64="UnRTFZcwJQIfcPq57ScJBxTUhu4=">AAAB8nicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPw0xMMskt4EVvEcwCkyH0dDpJk16G7h4hDPkMLx4U8erXePNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9OGFUG8/7cNbWNza3tnM7+d29/YPDwtFxW8tUYdLCkknVjZEmjArSMtQw0k0UQTxmpBNPruZ+554oTaW4M9OERByNBB1SjIyVwp6mI476mV+a9QtFz60E1XotgJ7rl+reklSCS68KfddboAhWaPYL772BxCknwmCGtA59LzFRhpShmJFZvpdqkiA8QSMSWioQJzrKFifP4LlVBnAolS1h4EL9PpEhrvWUx7aTIzPWv725+JcXpmZYizIqktQQgZeLhimDRsL5/3BAFcGGTS1BWFF7K8RjpBA2NqW8DeHrU/g/aZdcv+qWb8vFxs0qjhw4BWfgAvggAA1wDZqgBTCQ4AE8gWfHOI/Oi/O6bF1zVjMn4Aect0+MMZF6</latexit>�12



Comparison to fitting functions
<latexit sha1_base64="ZMIXQwPfzPMTvZKqpiIJKVPPGJE=">AAACrXicbVFdi9QwFE3r1zp+jfroS3AQVtmdbZdl9UVY8EVEpIKzu9p0hjSTdkLTD5JbYQgBf5y/wDf/jWk7K+OOFxIO9557cnNu2kihIQh+e/6Nm7du39m7O7p3/8HDR+PHT8513SrGZ6yWtbpMqeZSVHwGAiS/bBSnZSr5RVq86+oX37nSoq6+wLrhSUnzSmSCUXCpxfinIb1IrPI0McE06ONgB9hoYciSS6AEVhyo3S9e4reYSJ5BjKO5ISWFlSrNp4/W/qX2d0clB9ucgdLrbKkRJfIVJHOSKcpMaM2xxVcd3M7N4VAorCkWG+XDtJifOrHx5GpOvAvCDZigTUSL8S+yrFlb8gqYpFrHYdBAYqgCwSS3I9Jq3lBW0JzHDla05DoxvVEWv3CZJc5q5U4FuM9udxhaar0uU8fsptfXa13yf7W4hexNYkTVtMArNjyUtRJDjbvV4aVQnIFcO0CZEm5WzFbUeQJuwSNnQnj9y7vg/Hgank5PPp9Mzj78GOzYQ8/Qc7SPQvQanaH3KEIzxLxXXuR99b75R/7MJ/58oPrexsKn6J/w8z9i6dJX</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="nnorhZYRfAftbaEAXfGyOLkjYU8=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OQk4OG3fEasVdPyu7ByVYizkSYQ=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAR6sKaSFGXRTduhAr2AW0sk+mkHTozCTMToYRs/BU3LhRx62e482+ctFlo64ELh3Pu5d57/IhRpR3n21pYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre27Z3dpgpjiUkDhyyUbR8pwqggDU01I+1IEsR9Rlr+6DrzW49EKhqKez2OiMfRQNCAYqSN1LP3R/AUlrsc6aHkyW2E04fkxE2Pe3bJqTgTwHni5qQEctR79le3H+KYE6ExQ0p1XCfSXoKkppiRtNiNFYkQHqEB6RgqECfKSyYPpPDIKH0YhNKU0HCi/p5IEFdqzH3TmV2qZr1M/M/rxDq49BIqolgTgaeLgphBHcIsDdinkmDNxoYgLKm5FeIhkghrk1nRhODOvjxPmmcV97xSvauWald5HAVwAA5BGbjgAtTADaiDBsAgBc/gFbxZT9aL9W59TFsXrHxmD/yB9fkDFniVdg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OQk4OG3fEasVdPyu7ByVYizkSYQ=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAR6sKaSFGXRTduhAr2AW0sk+mkHTozCTMToYRs/BU3LhRx62e482+ctFlo64ELh3Pu5d57/IhRpR3n21pYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre27Z3dpgpjiUkDhyyUbR8pwqggDU01I+1IEsR9Rlr+6DrzW49EKhqKez2OiMfRQNCAYqSN1LP3R/AUlrsc6aHkyW2E04fkxE2Pe3bJqTgTwHni5qQEctR79le3H+KYE6ExQ0p1XCfSXoKkppiRtNiNFYkQHqEB6RgqECfKSyYPpPDIKH0YhNKU0HCi/p5IEFdqzH3TmV2qZr1M/M/rxDq49BIqolgTgaeLgphBHcIsDdinkmDNxoYgLKm5FeIhkghrk1nRhODOvjxPmmcV97xSvauWald5HAVwAA5BGbjgAtTADaiDBsAgBc/gFbxZT9aL9W59TFsXrHxmD/yB9fkDFniVdg==</latexit>

k/(Mpc�1)

<latexit sha1_base64="2hYHPvGCzZ5iNfWXE64C8TucpUY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArQT1GvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFEAL+gBcPinj1i7z5N84mOWhiQUNR1U13V5BIYdB1v53cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aJg41YzXWSxj3Qqo4VIoXkeBkrcSzWkUSN4MhjeZ33zk2ohYPeAo4X5E+0qEglG00v2ZV+gWS27ZnYIsE29OSjBHrVv86vRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUbBJJ8UOqnhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH01Mn5MQqPRLG2pZCMlV/T4xpZMwoCmxnRHFgFr1M/M9rpxhe+WOhkhS5YrNFYSoJxiT7m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06WQheIsvL5PGedm7KFfuKqXq9dMsjjwcwTGcggeXUIVbqEEdGPThGV7hzZHOi/PufMxac848wkP4A+fzB0D+jYg=</latexit>�1

<latexit sha1_base64="NqO9QM6ahFcl1h1nrdab0vTJ8WQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZDUI8RLx4jmgckS5idzCZDZmeXmV4hhIA/4MWDIl79Im/+jbNJDppY0FBUddPdFSRSGHTdb2dldW19YzO3ld/e2d3bLxwcNkycasbrLJaxbgXUcCkUr6NAyVuJ5jQKJG8Gw5vMbz5ybUSsHnCUcD+ifSVCwSha6f68nO8Wim7JnYIsE29OijBHrVv46vRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUbBJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH01Mn5NQqPRLG2pZCMlV/T4xpZMwoCmxnRHFgFr1M/M9rpxhe+WOhkhS5YrNFYSoJxiT7m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06WQheIsvL5NGueRdlCp3lWL1+mkWRw6O4QTOwINLqMIt1KAODPrwDK/w5kjnxXl3PmatK848wiP4A+fzB0KDjYk=</latexit>�2

<latexit sha1_base64="Gk8r7Z39aKH29Pr8Z3A9K21c9WY=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoB4jXjxGMQ9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CCAE/wIsHRbz6R978G2eTHDSxoKGo6qa7K0ikMOi6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNU2casYbLJaxbgfUcCkUb6BAyduJ5jQKJG8Fo5vMbz1ybUSsHnCccD+iAyVCwSha6b5S6BVLbtmdgawSb0FKsEC9V/zq9mOWRlwhk9SYjucm6E+oRsEknxa6qeEJZSM64B1LFY248SezS6fkzCp9EsbalkIyU39PTGhkzDgKbGdEcWiWvUz8z+ukGF75E6GSFLli80VhKgnGJHub9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrThZCF4yy+vkmal7F2Uq3fVUu36aR5HHk7gFM7Bg0uowS3UoQEMQniGV3hzRs6L8+58zFtzziLCY/gD5/MH2QCNUg==</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="f0pjrhf+Tz0XkE6//Tg/tWv4vTQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPFi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GEgj/AiwdFvPqPvPlv3LQ9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0CyVvB6Cb3W49cGxGrBxwn3I/oQIlQMIpWuvdKvXLFrbpTkGXizUkF5qj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5teOiEnVumTMNa2FJKp+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0cvE/r5NieOVnQiUpcsVmi8JUEoxJ/jbpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaMPJQ/AWX14mzbOqd1E9vzuv1K6fZnEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EIdGsAghGd4hTdn5Lw4787HrLXgzCM8hD9wPn8A13uNUQ==</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="4dSalsy1GyhtSkVb9K0PtbcRqvE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPFi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GEgj/AiwdFvPqPvPlv3LQ9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0CyVvB6Cb3W49cGxGrBxwn3I/oQIlQMIpWundLvXLFrbpTkGXizUkF5qj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5teOiEnVumTMNa2FJKp+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0cvE/r5NieOVnQiUpcsVmi8JUEoxJ/jbpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaMPJQ/AWX14mzbOqd1E9vzuv1K6fZnEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EIdGsAghGd4hTdn5Lw4787HrLXgzCM8hD9wPn8A1faNUA==</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="o5rEe7g6bELgKDyiLgrXYp7Dgg4=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHY1qMeIF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhs7PLTK8QQsAf8OJBEa9+kTf/xtkkB00saCiquunuChIpDLrut7O0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb26yZONeM1FstYNwNquBSK11Cg5M1EcxoFkjeCwU3mNx65NiJWDzhMuB/RnhKhYBStdH96nu8Uim7JnYAsEm9GijBDtVP4andjlkZcIZPUmJbnJuiPqEbBJB/n26nhCWUD2uMtSxWNuPFHk1PH5NgqXRLG2pZCMlF/T4xoZMwwCmxnRLFv5r1M/M9rpRhe+SOhkhS5YtNFYSoJxiT7m3SF5gzl0BLKtLC3EtanmjK06WQhePMvL5L6Wcm7KJXvysXK9dM0jhwcwhGcgAeXUIFbqEINGPTgGV7hzZHOi/PufExbl5xZhAfwB87nD0QIjYo=</latexit>�3

<latexit sha1_base64="rYM54HxNjHGyj1+M+4luVOXr6N0=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqUI8RLx6jmAckS5id9CZDZmeXmVkhhIAf4MWDIl79I2/+jbNJDppY0FBUddPdFSSCa+O6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNHScKoZ1FotYtQKqUXCJdcONwFaikEaBwGYwvMn85iMqzWP5YEYJ+hHtSx5yRo2V7s8L3WLJLbtTkGXizUkJ5qh1i1+dXszSCKVhgmrd9tzE+GOqDGcCJ4VOqjGhbEj72LZU0gi1P55eOiEnVumRMFa2pCFT9ffEmEZaj6LAdkbUDPSil4n/ee3UhFf+mMskNSjZbFGYCmJikr1NelwhM2JkCWWK21sJG1BFmbHhZCF4iy8vk8ZZ2bsoV+4qper10yyOPBzBMZyCB5dQhVuoQR0YhPAMr/DmDJ0X5935mLXmnHmEh/AHzucP2oWNUw==</latexit>

3

<latexit sha1_base64="2hYHPvGCzZ5iNfWXE64C8TucpUY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArQT1GvHiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFEAL+gBcPinj1i7z5N84mOWhiQUNR1U13V5BIYdB1v53cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aJg41YzXWSxj3Qqo4VIoXkeBkrcSzWkUSN4MhjeZ33zk2ohYPeAo4X5E+0qEglG00v2ZV+gWS27ZnYIsE29OSjBHrVv86vRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUbBJJ8UOqnhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH01Mn5MQqPRLG2pZCMlV/T4xpZMwoCmxnRHFgFr1M/M9rpxhe+WOhkhS5YrNFYSoJxiT7m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06WQheIsvL5PGedm7KFfuKqXq9dMsjjwcwTGcggeXUIVbqEEdGPThGV7hzZHOi/PufMxac848wkP4A+fzB0D+jYg=</latexit>�1

<latexit sha1_base64="NqO9QM6ahFcl1h1nrdab0vTJ8WQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZDUI8RLx4jmgckS5idzCZDZmeXmV4hhIA/4MWDIl79Im/+jbNJDppY0FBUddPdFSRSGHTdb2dldW19YzO3ld/e2d3bLxwcNkycasbrLJaxbgXUcCkUr6NAyVuJ5jQKJG8Gw5vMbz5ybUSsHnCUcD+ifSVCwSha6f68nO8Wim7JnYIsE29OijBHrVv46vRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUbBJJ/kO6nhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHH01Mn5NQqPRLG2pZCMlV/T4xpZMwoCmxnRHFgFr1M/M9rpxhe+WOhkhS5YrNFYSoJxiT7m/SE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK06WQheIsvL5NGueRdlCp3lWL1+mkWRw6O4QTOwINLqMIt1KAODPrwDK/w5kjnxXl3PmatK848wiP4A+fzB0KDjYk=</latexit>�2

<latexit sha1_base64="Gk8r7Z39aKH29Pr8Z3A9K21c9WY=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoB4jXjxGMQ9IljA7mU2GzM4uM71CCAE/wIsHRbz6R978G2eTHDSxoKGo6qa7K0ikMOi6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNU2casYbLJaxbgfUcCkUb6BAyduJ5jQKJG8Fo5vMbz1ybUSsHnCccD+iAyVCwSha6b5S6BVLbtmdgawSb0FKsEC9V/zq9mOWRlwhk9SYjucm6E+oRsEknxa6qeEJZSM64B1LFY248SezS6fkzCp9EsbalkIyU39PTGhkzDgKbGdEcWiWvUz8z+ukGF75E6GSFLli80VhKgnGJHub9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrThZCF4yy+vkmal7F2Uq3fVUu36aR5HHk7gFM7Bg0uowS3UoQEMQniGV3hzRs6L8+58zFtzziLCY/gD5/MH2QCNUg==</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="f0pjrhf+Tz0XkE6//Tg/tWv4vTQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPFi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GEgj/AiwdFvPqPvPlv3LQ9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0CyVvB6Cb3W49cGxGrBxwn3I/oQIlQMIpWuvdKvXLFrbpTkGXizUkF5qj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5teOiEnVumTMNa2FJKp+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0cvE/r5NieOVnQiUpcsVmi8JUEoxJ/jbpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaMPJQ/AWX14mzbOqd1E9vzuv1K6fZnEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EIdGsAghGd4hTdn5Lw4787HrLXgzCM8hD9wPn8A13uNUQ==</latexit>
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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Figure 2. Left panel: linear-theory matter power spectra computed using ���� (Lewis et al. 2000) of the nine cosmologies defined in Table 2 evaluated at the
redshifts at which their values of f12 (I) match the reference values indicated by the labels. Following the relation of equation (13), these power spectra are
identical. Right panel: matter power spectra of the same models measured from the Aletheia simulations described in Sec. 3.2 (solid lines) compared against
their linear-theory predictions (dashed lines). The evolution-mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a good description of the results.

related approaches. Assuming that the perturbation theory kernels
are independent of cosmology, which has been shown to be a good
approximation even for non-standard cosmologies (Takahashi 2008;
Taruya 2016; Garny & Taule 2021), SPT implies that the non-linear
%(:) is a function of the linear power that is independent of the cos-
mological parameters (Scoccimarro et al. 1998). As an ilustration of
this behaviour, we can use renormalized perturbation theory (RPT;
Crocce & Scoccimarro 2006), in which the non-linear matter power
spectrum, %(: |I), can be written as

%(: |I) = %L (: |I)⌧ (: |I)2 + %MC (: |I), (14)

where the propagator⌧2 (: |I) is obtained by resumming all the terms
in the standard perturbation theory expansion that are proportional
to the linear power spectrum %L (: |I), and %MC (: |I) contains all
mode-coupling contributions. The first term represents the contribu-
tion to the final %(: |I) coming from the linearly-evolved power at
the same scale : , while the second one describes the contribution
from all other scales in the linear power. The propagator is given
by a nearly Gaussian damping, whose characteristic scale is defined
by an integral over the linear power spectrum. The mode-coupling
term can be expressed as a sum of a series of loop contributions,
which at # loops involve convolutions over # linear power spectra.
Hence, for models with identical %L (: |I), RPT will also lead to the
same predictions for the propagator and mode coupling terms, lead-
ing to indistinguishable non-linear power spectra. This also applies to
other commonly used recipes to describe the non-linear power spec-
trum that depend exclusively on %L (: |I) (e.g. Taruya et al. 2012;
Nishimichi et al. 2017).

Equation (13) provides us with a practical recipe to map the evo-
lution of models characterized by identical shape parameters but
di�erent evolution parameters that is exact at the level of linear per-
turbations. In the context of perturbation theory, the same mapping
would be applicable to the power spectrum in the non-linear regime.
However, the fundamental assumption of single-stream flow of com-
mon perturbation theory approaches eventually breaks down due to
shell crossings on small scales. Models with the same %L (: |I) but

di�erent structure growth histories show di�erent non-linear power
spectra (Mead 2017). Therefore, there will be deviations from equa-
tion (13) in the deeply non-linear regime.

To test this in detail, we ran numerical simulations corresponding
to the models listed in Table 2. For each model, we used ������-4
(Springel et al. 2021) to generate two simulations following the fixed-
paired approach to suppress cosmic variance of Angulo & Pontzen
(2016). Each simulation followed the evolution of 15003 dark mat-
ter particles on a box of side !box = 1492.5 Mpc. The simulations
were started at redshift I = 99 from initial conditions generated with
2LPT�� (Crocce et al. 2006), using the same random phases for all
models. Both 2LPT�� and ������-4 were modified to include di�er-
ent dark energy models. The Plummer-equivalent softening length
was set to 22 kpc, corresponding to 2 per-cent of the mean inter-
particle separation. Each simulation has 5 snapshots chosen to match
the redshifts at which each model reaches the reference values of f12
listed in Table 2. We refer to this set as the Aletheia simulations.

We computed the matter power spectra of each snapshot of all
simulations using the available option in ������-4 and averaged
the measurements from each pair corresponding to the same model.
We focus on wavenumbers : < 1.5 Mpc�1 to avoid scales where
baryonic e�ects, which we are ignoring in our analysis, would have
to be taken into account. The solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 2
show the resulting power spectra, which exhibit clear deviations from
their linear-theory predictions, shown by the black dashed lines. The
evolution mapping relation of equation (13) continues to give a very
good description of the results. Despite the wide range of evolution
parameters covered by these models, their power spectra are in good
agreement when they are evaluated at the redshifts that correspond
to the same values of f12.

As expected, unlike the naive expectation based on perturbation
theory, the relation of equation (13) is not exact in the deeply non-
linear regime. The di�erences between these models can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the ratios of the power spectra of
all models with respect to that of model 0. The di�erences increase
with : , and are larger for higher values of f12. As a reference, the
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A problem with velocities
•Gadget4 produces snapshots at the closest 

synchronisation point to the required z.

•An optional setting forces snapshots at a 
specific z at the cost of biased velocities.

•The particle positions get synchronised 
with a drift to the required redshift while 
velocities remain unchanged.

•This produces (at first order) an overall 
shift in the amplitude of the                  .
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v(ti)
<latexit sha1_base64="5ZhkqCu+vLKgUjoli/cYrka7g5k=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6GWY6fTi7ggtdVrAPaIeSSdM2NpMMSaZQhv6DGxeKuPV/3Pk3pg9BRQ9cOJxzL/feE8aMKu04H9ba+sbm1nZmJ7u7t39wmDs6biqRSEwaWDAh2yFShFFOGppqRtqxJCgKGWmF46u535oQqajgd3oakyBCQ04HFCNtpOakoHv0opfLO3bF86tlDzq25xdLTtEQv1L2XB+6trNAHqxQ7+Xeu32Bk4hwjRlSquM6sQ5SJDXFjMyy3USRGOExGpKOoRxFRAXp4toZPDdKHw6ENMU1XKjfJ1IUKTWNQtMZIT1Sv725+JfXSfTgMkgpjxNNOF4uGiQMagHnr8M+lQRrNjUEYUnNrRCPkERYm4CyJoSvT+H/pFm03Ypdui3la9erODLgFJyBAnBBFdTADaiDBsDgHjyAJ/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBPyA9fYJfB2PHQ==</latexit>

v(ti)
<latexit sha1_base64="cfEVoc2CAyg0qU8i84nA+Tm/dgY=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSLUzZApfc2u4EKXFewD2qFk0kwbm5kMSUYsQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vv8WPOlEbow8qsrW9sbmW3czu7e/sH+cOjthKJJLRFBBey62NFOYtoSzPNaTeWFIc+px1/cjH3O3dUKiaiGz2NqRfiUcQCRrA2Uvu+qAfsfJAvINst1eslFyK74laQiwxxqrUqQtCx0QIFsEJzkH/vDwVJQhppwrFSPQfF2kux1IxwOsv1E0VjTCZ4RHuGRjikyksX187gmVGGMBDSVKThQv0+keJQqWnom84Q67H67c3Fv7xeooO6l7IoTjSNyHJRkHCoBZy/DodMUqL51BBMJDO3QjLGEhNtAsqZEL4+hf+TdsnEYpevy4XG5SqOLDgBp6AIHFADDXAFmqAFCLgFD+AJPFvCerRerNdla8ZazRyDH7DePgF/z48f</latexit>

x(ti)
<latexit sha1_base64="9hloeYny97Vtd5Sdk5VtJ0uE9G4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5CkNaa7ggtdVrAPaEOZTCft2MkkzEzEEvoPblwo4tb/ceffOH0IKnrgwuGce7n3niBhVCrL+jByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oCXjVGDSxDGLRSdAkjDKSVNRxUgnEQRFASPtYHwx89t3REga8xs1SYgfoSGnIcVIaal1X1Z9edovlizTqzmuZUHLdCquU/M0sW33rOJB27TmKIElGv3ie28Q4zQiXGGGpOzaVqL8DAlFMSPTQi+VJEF4jIakqylHEZF+Nr92Ck+0MoBhLHRxBefq94kMRVJOokB3RkiN5G9vJv7ldVMVen5GeZIqwvFiUZgyqGI4ex0OqCBYsYkmCAuqb4V4hATCSgdU0CF8fQr/Jy3HtF2zel0t1S+XceTBETgGZWCDc1AHV6ABmgCDW/AAnsCzERuPxovxumjNGcuZQ/ADxtsnhCGPIg==</latexit>

x(ts)

11/
<latexit sha1_base64="UnRTFZcwJQIfcPq57ScJBxTUhu4=">AAAB8nicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevTSGARPw0xMMskt4EVvEcwCkyH0dDpJk16G7h4hDPkMLx4U8erXePNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9OGFUG8/7cNbWNza3tnM7+d29/YPDwtFxW8tUYdLCkknVjZEmjArSMtQw0k0UQTxmpBNPruZ+554oTaW4M9OERByNBB1SjIyVwp6mI476mV+a9QtFz60E1XotgJ7rl+reklSCS68KfddboAhWaPYL772BxCknwmCGtA59LzFRhpShmJFZvpdqkiA8QSMSWioQJzrKFifP4LlVBnAolS1h4EL9PpEhrvWUx7aTIzPWv725+JcXpmZYizIqktQQgZeLhimDRsL5/3BAFcGGTS1BWFF7K8RjpBA2NqW8DeHrU/g/aZdcv+qWb8vFxs0qjhw4BWfgAvggAA1wDZqgBTCQ4AE8gWfHOI/Oi/O6bF1zVjMn4Aect0+MMZF6</latexit>�12



Emulating the non-linear
<latexit sha1_base64="ISWAVeI9QKNfdKG2VEi9LgwWZt4=">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</latexit>

P (k)

   CASSANDRA

Evolution mapping 
reduces the required 
number of parameters 
to describe P(k|z).                            

Emulator results must 
be corrected by                
 

<latexit sha1_base64="7j2WvCSewxB1i8HNiw4LX4QbJ04=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZN4GQyCp7ArQSWngBePEU0iJEvonZ2YwdnZZaZXDEvwJ/wFr3r3Jl79Aa9+iZPHQaMFDUVVN91dYSqFQc/7dObmFxaXlgsrxdW19Y1Nd2u7aZJMM95giUz0dQiGS6F4AwVKfp1qDnEoeSu8PRv5rTuujUjUFQ5SHsRwo0RPMEArdd3dDvJ7zC8RVAQ6opCmOgHWrw67bskre2PQv8SfkhKZot51vzpRwrKYK2QSjGn7XopBDhoFk3xY7GSGp8Bu4Ya3LVUQcxPk4xeG9MAqEe0l2pZCOlZ/TuQQGzOIQ9sZA/bNrDcS//PaGfZOg1yoNEOu2GRRL5MUEzrKg0ZCc4ZyYAkwLeytlPVBA0Ob2q8tYTws2lD82Qj+kuZR2T8uVy4qpVp1Gk+B7JF9ckh8ckJq5JzUSYMw8kCeyDN5cR6dV+fNeZ+0zjnTmR3yC87HN3hBnj4=</latexit>

Standard approach:
<latexit sha1_base64="Mm14EkhxnNOUoObpbZ7ANag4dfI=">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</latexit>

⇥ = (!c,!b, ns,�12)

<latexit sha1_base64="rg4Z64Ztz6FW6/QccrpAGpv3MK4=">AAACanicbVFdaxQxFM2Mta1r1W37JH0JroUKyzIjxYogFFQQ+tJCty3sLMOd7J3d0CQzJncsyzC/U/rqs39BMPtR6LZeCJycD244yUolHUXRbRA+WXu6vrH5rPV868XLV+3tnQtXVFZgXxSqsFcZOFTSYJ8kKbwqLYLOFF5m119m+uVPtE4W5pymJQ41jI3MpQDyVNr+USeZ5sn5BAka/pknCnM6SAqNY0jrxGoumu79a9Z0uVlA5+GddLLq+vqt6d6kUZffpOBNo4IcT6wcT+hd2u5EvWg+/DGIl6DDlnOatn/7vKg0GhIKnBvEUUnDGixJobBpJZXDEsQ1jHHgoQGNbljPq2n4vmdGPC+sP4b4nL2fqEE7N9WZd2qgiXuozcj/aYOK8o/DWpqyIjRisSivFKeCz3rmI2lRkJp6AMJK/1YuJmBBkP+NlS2Zblq+lPhhBY/Bxfte/KF3eHbYOf60rGeT7bE37IDF7Igds+/slPWZYL/Y32A92Aj+hDvh63BvYQ2DZWaXrUz49h/g9Ln6</latexit>

⇥ = (!c,!b, ns,!K ,!DE, w0, wa, . . . )
<latexit sha1_base64="48VOuN4nA4C0sLM1MC2dAKKIKJE=">AAACanicdVFdaxQxFM2M2tb1o2t9kr4EV6HCsiSltFtBKKgg+FKh2xZ2liGTvbMbmmTG5I5lGeZ3iq8++xcEM90tdEUvBM4951xucpKVWnlk7EcU37v/YGNz62Hn0eMnT7e7z3bOfVE5CSNZ6MJdZsKDVhZGqFDDZelAmEzDRXb1vtUvvoHzqrBnuChhYsTMqlxJgYFKu1/rJDM0OZsDioa+o4mGHPeSwsBMpHXiDJVN/26bNX1ql9AHeCt9Xnd9+Nj0r1PWp9epCKZpgZ4mTs3m+Cbt9tiAMcY5py3gR4csgOPj4T4fUt5KoXpkVadp92eYl5UBi1IL78eclTiphUMlNTSdpPJQCnklZjAO0AoDflLfRNPQ14GZ0rxw4VikN+zdiVoY7xcmC04jcO7/1lryX9q4wnw4qZUtKwQrl4vySlMsaJsznSoHEvUiACGdCnelci6ckBh+Y21LZppOCOX25fT/4Hx/wA8HB18OeidvV/FskV3ykuwRTo7ICflETsmISPKd/I42os3oV7wTv4h3l9Y4Ws08J2sVv/oDMVm6MA==</latexit>

⇥ = (!c,!b, ns,!K ,!DE, w0, wa, . . . )
<latexit sha1_base64="K2r/eiIpkWxuKfZb0E3Hz/bObv8=">AAACanicdVFda9swFJW9re2yj2bd0+iLWDboIAQ7M0k3KBS2waAvHTRtIQ5GVq4TUUn2pOuVYPw7y1733L9QmNyk0JTtguDcc87lSkdpIYXFIPjt+Y8eP9nY3Hraevb8xcvt9qudU5uXhsOI5zI35ymzIIWGEQqUcF4YYCqVcJZefGn0s19grMj1CS4KmCg20yITnKGjkvbPKk4VjU/mgKymBzSWkOFenCuYsaSKjaK87t5v07pL9RJaB++ko3XX12919zIJuvQyYc40zdHS2IjZHD8k7U7Q+7Q/6EcDGvSCYBj2wwb0h9HHiIaOaapDVnWctP+4eV4q0Mgls3YcBgVOKmZQcAl1Ky4tFIxfsBmMHdRMgZ1Ut9HU9L1jpjTLjTsa6S17f6JiytqFSp1TMZzbh1pD/ksbl5jtTyqhixJB8+WirJQUc9rkTKfCAEe5cIBxI9xdKZ8zwzi631jbkqq65UK5ezn9Pzjt98JBL/oRdQ4/r+LZIrvkLdkjIRmSQ/KdHJMR4eSK3Hgb3qZ37e/4b/zdpdX3VjOvyVr57/4CRTK6PA==</latexit>

⇥ = (!c,!b, ns,!K ,!DE, w0, wa, . . . )

<latexit sha1_base64="mGpxVs12kRyGn/kG259Mg5MgNhw=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuQhJDW10V3bisYB/QhDKZTtKhM0mYmQgldOEvuNW9O3Hrp7j1S5y0FazogQuHc+7l3nuClFGpLOvDWFldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4cdmWQCkzZOWCJ6AZKE0Zi0FVWM9FJBEA8Y6Qbj68Lv3hMhaRLfqUlKfI6imIYUI6WlnndFo8jLy4NK1TIvGjXHrUHLtKy67dgFceruuQttrRSoggVag8qnN0xwxkmsMENS9m0rVX6OhKKYkWnZyyRJER6jiPQ1jREn0s9n907hqVaGMEyErljBmfpzIkdcygkPdCdHaiR/e4X4l9fPVNjwcxqnmSIxni8KMwZVAovn4ZAKghWbaIKwoPpWiEdIIKx0REtbAj4tQvn+HP5POo5p10z31q02LxfxlMAxOAFnwAZ10AQ3oAXaAAMGHsETeDYejBfj1Xibt64Yi5kjsATj/QsQY5Zp</latexit>

(
<latexit sha1_base64="F9MeTHxV62+IrkAvX0GeBt8V5r0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZVJKH66KblxWsA/oDCWTZtrQJDMkGaEMXfgLbnXvTtz6KW79EjNtBSt64MLhnHu5954g5kwb1/1w1tY3Nre2czv53b39g8PC0XFHR4kitE0iHqlegDXlTNK2YYbTXqwoFgGn3WBynfnde6o0i+SdmcbUF3gkWcgINlbqeVdsNPLS/KBQdEuu6yKEYEZQrepa0mjUy6gOUWZZFMESrUHh0xtGJBFUGsKx1n3kxsZPsTKMcDrLe4mmMSYTPKJ9SyUWVPvp/N4ZPLfKEIaRsiUNnKs/J1IstJ6KwHYKbMb6t5eJf3n9xIR1P2UyTgyVZLEoTDg0Ecyeh0OmKDF8agkmitlbIRljhYmxEa1sCcQsC+X7c/g/6ZRLqFqq3FaKzctlPDlwCs7ABUCgBprgBrRAGxDAwSN4As/Og/PivDpvi9Y1ZzlzAlbgvH8B/HuWXQ==</latexit>

(

<latexit sha1_base64="uLdsMNCpDwN9rMweYf9oF3FzdwA=">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</latexit>

⇥ = (!c,!b, ns,�12)
<latexit sha1_base64="y5JJs8w51nRtrLaGJitucJ1oqPA=">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</latexit>

⇥ = (!c,!b, ns,�12)

<latexit sha1_base64="d5qaKOIz7ZSdp3Aoce10Oyl0wMg=">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</latexit>

⇥ = (!c,!b, ns,!K ,!DE, w0, wa, . . . , z)
<latexit sha1_base64="eLnGbM3d3D0XbVr6IlP3YARg2TQ=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6km8DAbBU9iVoJJTQASPEcwDkhBmJ5NkyMzsMtMbDMviT/gLXvXuTbz6A179EifJHkxiQUNR1U13lx8KbsB1v52V1bX1jc3MVnZ7Z3dvP3dwWDNBpCmr0kAEuuETwwRXrAocBGuEmhHpC1b3hzcTvz5i2vBAPcA4ZG1J+or3OCVgpU7uuAXsEeLbUSCiiYIlCUOu+qWkk8u7BXcKvEy8lORRikon99PqBjSSTAEVxJim54bQjokGTgVLsq3IsJDQIemzpqWKSGba8fSFBJ9ZpYt7gbalAE/VvxMxkcaMpW87JYGBWfQm4n9eM4LedTvmKoyAKTpb1IsEhgBP8sBdrhkFMbaEUM3trZgOiCYUbGpzW3yZZG0o3mIEy6R2UfAuC8X7Yr5cSuPJoBN0is6Rh65QGd2hCqoiip7QC3pFb86z8+58OJ+z1hUnnTlCc3C+fgHJfZ5w</latexit>

Evolution mapping:

<latexit sha1_base64="zhE1DXRA7/evsnzolbPf2eYvz1s=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JKlYBGxshgnlAsobZyU0yZPbBzF0xLFv7C7ba24mt32HrlzhJtjCJBy4czrmXczleJIVG2/62ciura+sb+c3C1vbO7l5x/6Chw1hxqPNQhqrlMQ1SBFBHgRJakQLmexKa3uh64jcfQWkRBvc4jsD12SAQfcEZGumhg/CEyW3YA0mdtFss2WV7CrpMnIyUSIZat/jT6YU89iFALpnWbceO0E2YQsElpIVOrCFifMQG0DY0YD5oN5l+ndITo/RoP1RmAqRT9e9Fwnytx75nNn2GQ73oTcT/vHaM/Us3EUEUIwR8FtSPJcWQTiqgPaGAoxwbwrgS5lfKh0wxjqaouRTPTwumFGexgmXSOCs75+XKXaVUvcrqyZMjckxOiUMuSJXckBqpE04UeSGv5M16tt6tD+tztpqzsptDMgfr6xfR3pkI</latexit>

Model 1
<latexit sha1_base64="P6bmI0G1oOfTTUqRJBOYIXrkpUQ=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuQhJDUgWh4MZlBfuANpTJdNIOnUnCzEQooQt/wa3u3YlbP8WtX+KkrWBFDwycOede7r0nTBmVyrI+jJXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2+/cnDYkkkmMGnihCWiEyJJGI1JU1HFSCcVBPGQkXY4vi789j0RkibxnZqkJOBoGNOIYqS01BnBK2iZnt+vVC3zouY5rqf/luXbjl0Qx3fPXWhrpUAVLNDoVz57gwRnnMQKMyRl17ZSFeRIKIoZmZZ7mSQpwmM0JF1NY8SJDPLZvlN4qpUBjBKhX6zgTP3ZkSMu5YSHupIjNZK/vUL8y+tmKqoFOY3TTJEYzwdFGYMqgcXxcEAFwYpNNEFYUL0rxCMkEFY6oqUpIZ+WdSjfl8P/Scsxbc90b91q/XIRTwkcgxNwBmzggzq4AQ3QBBgw8AiewLPxYLwYr8bbvHTFWPQcgSUY719vF5Vj</latexit>

h = 0.67

<latexit sha1_base64="i0h1aIDnSf1OaY4zMST25Juh0sY=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhd0QVKwCNjZCBJMIyRpmJ3eTIbMPZu6KYdnaX7DV3k5s/Q5bv8TJozCJBy4czrmXczleLIVG2/62ciura+sb+c3C1vbO7l5x/6Cpo0RxaPBIRureYxqkCKGBAiXcxwpY4EloecOrsd96BKVFFN7hKAY3YP1Q+IIzNNJDB+EJ05uoB5JWsm6xZJftCegycWakRGaod4s/nV7EkwBC5JJp3XbsGN2UKRRcQlboJBpixoesD21DQxaAdtPJ1xk9MUqP+pEyEyKdqH8vUhZoPQo8sxkwHOhFbyz+57UT9C/cVIRxghDyaZCfSIoRHVdAe0IBRzkyhHElzK+UD5hiHE1RcylekBVMKc5iBcukWSk7Z+XqbbVUu5zVkydH5JicEoeckxq5JnXSIJwo8kJeyZv1bL1bH9bndDVnzW4OyRysr1/Tc5kJ</latexit>

Model 2
<latexit sha1_base64="3Rg2Sjejpypp1ZIasGHOhVo5Uh0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw0ydPhSEghuXFewD2qFk0kwbmmSGJCOUoQt/wa3u3YlbP8WtX2KmrWBFDwROzrmXe+8JYkaVdpwPa2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBy2VJRITJo4YpHsBEgRRgVpaqoZ6cSSIB4w0g7G15nfvidS0Ujc6UlMfI6GgoYUI22kzgheQccul/uFomNf1Colr2L+jlN1S25GSlXv3IOuUTIUwQKNfuGzN4hwwonQmCGluq4Taz9FUlPMyDTfSxSJER6jIekaKhAnyk9n+07hqVEGMIykeULDmfqzI0VcqQkPTCVHeqR+e5n4l9dNdFjzUyriRBOB54PChEEdwex4OKCSYM0mhiAsqdkV4hGSCGsT0dKUgE/zJpTvy+H/pFWy3Yrt3XrF+uUinhw4BifgDLigCurgBjRAE2DAwCN4As/Wg/VivVpv89IVa9FzBJZgvX8BalqVYA==</latexit>

h = 0.55

<latexit sha1_base64="6zyeKIAHd2Zv0Xm/BbLrjE5nkHE=">AAACA3icdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIKnsBNCHp4ELx4jGBWSJcxOes3g7IOZXjEse/QXvOrdm3j1Q7z6Jc7GCEa0oKGo6qa7y0+UNOi6787c/MLi0vLKamltfWNzq7y9c2HiVAvoiljF+srnBpSMoIsSFVwlGnjoK7j0b04K//IWtJFxdI7jBLyQX0cykIKjlfp9hDvMzIgnkA/KFbfqui5jjBaENRuuJe12q8ZalBWWRYVM0RmUP/rDWKQhRCgUN6bH3AS9jGuUQkFe6qcGEi5u+DX0LI14CMbLJjfn9MAqQxrE2laEdKL+nMh4aMw49G1nyHFkfnuF+JfXSzFoeZmMkhQhEl+LglRRjGkRAB1KDQLV2BIutLS3UjHimgu0Mc1s8cO8ZEP5/pz+Ty5qVdao1s/qleOjaTwrZI/sk0PCSJMck1PSIV0iSEIeyCN5cu6dZ+fFef1qnXOmM7tkBs7bJ4HnmPk=</latexit>

shape
<latexit sha1_base64="6veBTvWeAKs9+U3HdE/QiujC8uU=">AAACCXicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXIWkhra6KrhxWcGq0JYymZ7o0MmFmZNiCX0CX8Gt7t2JW5/CrU/iRCuo6A8DP985h3PmD1IpNLruq1Wam19YXCovV1ZW19Y37M2tc51kikOHJzJRlwHTIEUMHRQo4TJVwKJAwkUwOi7qF2NQWiTxGU5S6EfsKhah4AwNGth2D+EGcxgnMivIdGBXXeewWa/5deo6rtvwal5hag3/wKeeIYWqZKb2wH7rDROeRRAjl0zrruem2M+ZQsElTCu9TEPK+IhdQdfYmEWg+/nH5VO6Z8iQhokyL0b6Qb9P5CzSehIFpjNieK1/1wr4V62bYdjs5yJOM4SYfy4KM0kxoUUMdCgUcJQTYxhXwtxK+TVTjKMJ68eWIJpWTChfP6f/m/Oa49Ud/9Svto5m8ZTJDtkl+8QjDdIiJ6RNOoSTMbkj9+TBurUerSfr+bO1ZM1mtskPWS/vnhubMg==</latexit>

evolution

<latexit sha1_base64="VLpQr0IybgrSkRJCAkSsgBLLbdA=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwISEpxdpdwY0boYJ9QBPLZDpph85MwsxEKCFrf8Gt7t2JW7/DrV/itI1gRQ9cOJxzL/feE8SMKu04H1ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fdFSUSEzaOGKR7AVIEUYFaWuqGenFkiAeMNINJpczv3tPpKKRuNXTmPgcjQQNKUbaSHeu43hnqSc5vI5xNihXHLsxB1yQei0nDRe6tjNHBeRoDcqf3jDCCSdCY4aU6rtOrP0USU0xI1nJSxSJEZ6gEekbKhAnyk/nV2fwxChDGEbSlNBwrv6cSBFXasoD08mRHqvf3kz8y+snOrzwUyriRBOBF4vChEEdwVkEcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmqKUtAc9KJpTvz+H/pFO13XO7dlOrNKt5PEVwBI7BKXBBHTTBFWiBNsBAgkfwBJ6tB+vFerXeFq0FK585BEuw3r8AW+iYxA==</latexit>

100Mpc
<latexit sha1_base64="VLpQr0IybgrSkRJCAkSsgBLLbdA=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwISEpxdpdwY0boYJ9QBPLZDpph85MwsxEKCFrf8Gt7t2JW7/DrV/itI1gRQ9cOJxzL/feE8SMKu04H1ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fdFSUSEzaOGKR7AVIEUYFaWuqGenFkiAeMNINJpczv3tPpKKRuNXTmPgcjQQNKUbaSHeu43hnqSc5vI5xNihXHLsxB1yQei0nDRe6tjNHBeRoDcqf3jDCCSdCY4aU6rtOrP0USU0xI1nJSxSJEZ6gEekbKhAnyk/nV2fwxChDGEbSlNBwrv6cSBFXasoD08mRHqvf3kz8y+snOrzwUyriRBOBF4vChEEdwVkEcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmqKUtAc9KJpTvz+H/pFO13XO7dlOrNKt5PEVwBI7BKXBBHTTBFWiBNsBAgkfwBJ6tB+vFerXeFq0FK585BEuw3r8AW+iYxA==</latexit>

100Mpc
<latexit sha1_base64="VLpQr0IybgrSkRJCAkSsgBLLbdA=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwISEpxdpdwY0boYJ9QBPLZDpph85MwsxEKCFrf8Gt7t2JW7/DrV/itI1gRQ9cOJxzL/feE8SMKu04H1ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fdFSUSEzaOGKR7AVIEUYFaWuqGenFkiAeMNINJpczv3tPpKKRuNXTmPgcjQQNKUbaSHeu43hnqSc5vI5xNihXHLsxB1yQei0nDRe6tjNHBeRoDcqf3jDCCSdCY4aU6rtOrP0USU0xI1nJSxSJEZ6gEekbKhAnyk/nV2fwxChDGEbSlNBwrv6cSBFXasoD08mRHqvf3kz8y+snOrzwUyriRBOBF4vChEEdwVkEcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmqKUtAc9KJpTvz+H/pFO13XO7dlOrNKt5PEVwBI7BKXBBHTTBFWiBNsBAgkfwBJ6tB+vFerXeFq0FK585BEuw3r8AW+iYxA==</latexit>

100Mpc

<latexit sha1_base64="VLpQr0IybgrSkRJCAkSsgBLLbdA=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwISEpxdpdwY0boYJ9QBPLZDpph85MwsxEKCFrf8Gt7t2JW7/DrV/itI1gRQ9cOJxzL/feE8SMKu04H1ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fdFSUSEzaOGKR7AVIEUYFaWuqGenFkiAeMNINJpczv3tPpKKRuNXTmPgcjQQNKUbaSHeu43hnqSc5vI5xNihXHLsxB1yQei0nDRe6tjNHBeRoDcqf3jDCCSdCY4aU6rtOrP0USU0xI1nJSxSJEZ6gEekbKhAnyk/nV2fwxChDGEbSlNBwrv6cSBFXasoD08mRHqvf3kz8y+snOrzwUyriRBOBF4vChEEdwVkEcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmqKUtAc9KJpTvz+H/pFO13XO7dlOrNKt5PEVwBI7BKXBBHTTBFWiBNsBAgkfwBJ6tB+vFerXeFq0FK585BEuw3r8AW+iYxA==</latexit>

100Mpc
<latexit sha1_base64="VLpQr0IybgrSkRJCAkSsgBLLbdA=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwISEpxdpdwY0boYJ9QBPLZDpph85MwsxEKCFrf8Gt7t2JW7/DrV/itI1gRQ9cOJxzL/feE8SMKu04H1ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fdFSUSEzaOGKR7AVIEUYFaWuqGenFkiAeMNINJpczv3tPpKKRuNXTmPgcjQQNKUbaSHeu43hnqSc5vI5xNihXHLsxB1yQei0nDRe6tjNHBeRoDcqf3jDCCSdCY4aU6rtOrP0USU0xI1nJSxSJEZ6gEekbKhAnyk/nV2fwxChDGEbSlNBwrv6cSBFXasoD08mRHqvf3kz8y+snOrzwUyriRBOBF4vChEEdwVkEcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmqKUtAc9KJpTvz+H/pFO13XO7dlOrNKt5PEVwBI7BKXBBHTTBFWiBNsBAgkfwBJ6tB+vFerXeFq0FK585BEuw3r8AW+iYxA==</latexit>

100Mpc
<latexit sha1_base64="VLpQr0IybgrSkRJCAkSsgBLLbdA=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwISEpxdpdwY0boYJ9QBPLZDpph85MwsxEKCFrf8Gt7t2JW7/DrV/itI1gRQ9cOJxzL/feE8SMKu04H1ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8fdFSUSEzaOGKR7AVIEUYFaWuqGenFkiAeMNINJpczv3tPpKKRuNXTmPgcjQQNKUbaSHeu43hnqSc5vI5xNihXHLsxB1yQei0nDRe6tjNHBeRoDcqf3jDCCSdCY4aU6rtOrP0USU0xI1nJSxSJEZ6gEekbKhAnyk/nV2fwxChDGEbSlNBwrv6cSBFXasoD08mRHqvf3kz8y+snOrzwUyriRBOBF4vChEEdwVkEcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmqKUtAc9KJpTvz+H/pFO13XO7dlOrNKt5PEVwBI7BKXBBHTTBFWiBNsBAgkfwBJ6tB+vFerXeFq0FK585BEuw3r8AW+iYxA==</latexit>

100Mpc

<latexit sha1_base64="c0zDzjJ2kU0YhK1v6RaJwA4TfKo=">AAACD3icdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjLerSzWBRXIWkprZdCAU3LivYCzSlTKaTdujkwsxEKKFv4MZXceNCEbdu3fk2TpsUVPSHgZ/vnMOZ83sxo0Ja1qdWWFldW98obupb2zu7e8b+QVtECcekhSMW8a6HBGE0JC1JJSPdmBMUeIx0vMnVvN65I1zQKLyV05j0AzQKqU8xkgoNjFNX0FGABqldnsFLaJkVy3X1JaxlzDkfGCXLrC8EM1N1clO3oW1aC5VArubA+HCHEU4CEkrMkBA924plP0VcUszITHcTQWKEJ2hEesqGKCCiny7umcETRYbQj7h6oYQL+n0iRYEQ08BTnQGSY/G7Nod/1XqJ9Gv9lIZxIkmIs0V+wqCM4DwcOKScYMmmyiDMqforxGPEEZYqQl2FsLwU/m/aZdO+MJ0bp9So5HEUwRE4BmfABlXQANegCVoAg3vwCJ7Bi/agPWmv2lvWWtDymUPwQ9r7FwSZmh0=</latexit>

�12 = 0.50

�8 = 0.43

<latexit sha1_base64="x3M3kokv24UWI79dSZ/qx5hzi+I=">AAACD3icdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjLerSzWBRXIWkVNsuhIIblxXsBZoQJtNpO3RyYWYilNA3cOOruHGhiFu37nwbp0kKKvrDwM93zuHM+f2YUSEt61MrrayurW+UN/Wt7Z3dPWP/oCuihGPSwRGLeN9HgjAako6kkpF+zAkKfEZ6/vRqUe/dES5oFN7KWUzcAI1DOqIYSYU849QRdBwgL7Wrc3gJLbNRdRx9CRs5q9ueUbHMZiaYm3qtME0b2qaVqQIKtT3jwxlGOAlIKDFDQgxsK5ZuirikmJG57iSCxAhP0ZgMlA1RQISbZvfM4YkiQziKuHqhhBn9PpGiQIhZ4KvOAMmJ+F1bwL9qg0SOGm5KwziRJMT5olHCoIzgIhw4pJxgyWbKIMyp+ivEE8QRlipCXYWwvBT+b7pV074waze1Suu8iKMMjsAxOAM2qIMWuAZt0AEY3INH8AxetAftSXvV3vLWklbMHIIf0t6/AA4bmiM=</latexit>

�12 = 0.82

�8 = 0.71

<latexit sha1_base64="ea9HL1x4Q+GwFY5FMbV/1kDvCkI=">AAACD3icdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjLerSzWBRXIWkVNsuhIIblxXsBZoQJtNJO3RyYWYilNA3cOOruHGhiFu37nwbp2kKKvrDwM93zuHM+f2EUSEt61MrrayurW+UN/Wt7Z3dPWP/oCvilGPSwTGLed9HgjAakY6kkpF+wgkKfUZ6/uRqXu/dES5oHN3KaULcEI0iGlCMpEKeceoIOgqRl9nVGbyEltmoOo6+hI0l84yKZTZzwYWp1wrTtKFtWrkqoFDbMz6cYYzTkEQSMyTEwLYS6WaIS4oZmelOKkiC8ASNyEDZCIVEuFl+zwyeKDKEQczViyTM6feJDIVCTENfdYZIjsXv2hz+VRukMmi4GY2SVJIILxYFKYMyhvNw4JBygiWbKoMwp+qvEI8RR1iqCHUVwvJS+L/pVk37wqzd1Cqt8yKOMjgCx+AM2KAOWuAatEEHYHAPHsEzeNEetCftVXtbtJa0YuYQ/JD2/gURJJol</latexit>

�12 = 0.82

�8 = 0.82

<latexit sha1_base64="w63rO2bo8aLWh//dgEr+hl/hHeo=">AAACD3icdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8RV26GSyKq5CU1rYLoeDGZQV7gSaEyXTSDp1cmJkIJfQN3Pgqblwo4tatO9/GaZqCiv4w8POdczhzfj9hVEjL+tRWVtfWNzZLW/r2zu7evnFw2BVxyjHp4JjFvO8jQRiNSEdSyUg/4QSFPiM9f3I1r/fuCBc0jm7lNCFuiEYRDShGUiHPOHMEHYXIy+zKDF5Cy6xZjqMvYWPJPKNsmc1ccGHq1cI0bWibVq4yKNT2jA9nGOM0JJHEDAkxsK1EuhnikmJGZrqTCpIgPEEjMlA2QiERbpbfM4OnigxhEHP1Iglz+n0iQ6EQ09BXnSGSY/G7Nod/1QapDBpuRqMklSTCi0VByqCM4TwcOKScYMmmyiDMqforxGPEEZYqQl2FsLwU/m+6FdO+MKs31XKrVsRRAsfgBJwDG9RBC1yDNugADO7BI3gGL9qD9qS9am+L1hWtmDkCP6S9fwEBkpob</latexit>

�12 = 0.50

�8 = 0.50

<latexit sha1_base64="Ebc2NCLCD3v/bvZgGTV+FmidAOE=">AAACD3icdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjLerSzWBRXIWk1l4WQsGNywr2Ak0ok+m0HTqZhJmJUELfwI2v4saFIm7duvNtnDYtqOgPAz/fOYcz5w9iRqVynE8jt7K6tr6R3zS3tnd296z9g5aMEoFJE0csEp0AScIoJ01FFSOdWBAUBoy0g/HVrN6+I0LSiN+qSUz8EA05HVCMlEY969STdBiiXuoWp/ASOva543nmElYzViz3rIJj1+aCmamUFqbmQtd25iqAhRo968PrRzgJCVeYISm7rhMrP0VCUczI1PQSSWKEx2hIutpyFBLpp/N7pvBEkz4cREI/ruCcfp9IUSjlJAx0Z4jUSP6uzeBftW6iBlU/pTxOFOE4WzRIGFQRnIUD+1QQrNhEG4QF1X+FeIQEwkpHaOoQlpfC/02raLtlu3RTKtQvFnHkwRE4BmfABRVQB9egAZoAg3vwCJ7Bi/FgPBmvxlvWmjMWM4fgh4z3LwLpmhw=</latexit>

�12 = 0.30

�8 = 0.26

<latexit sha1_base64="5m/KX3j6Dz0Nb7pqfV7WB4Ee8bA=">AAACD3icdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjLerSzWBRXIWkVtsuhIIblxVsKzQhTKaTdujkwsxEKKFv4MZXceNCEbdu3fk2TtMUVPSHgZ/vnMOZ8/sJo0Ja1qdWWlpeWV0rr+sbm1vbO8buXlfEKcekg2MW81sfCcJoRDqSSkZuE05Q6DPS88eXs3rvjnBB4+hGThLihmgY0YBiJBXyjGNH0GGIvMyuTuEFtMxTy3H0BWwsmGdULLOZC85NvVaYpg1t08pVAYXanvHhDGKchiSSmCEh+raVSDdDXFLMyFR3UkEShMdoSPrKRigkws3ye6bwSJEBDGKuXiRhTr9PZCgUYhL6qjNEciR+12bwr1o/lUHDzWiUpJJEeL4oSBmUMZyFAweUEyzZRBmEOVV/hXiEOMJSRairEBaXwv9Nt2ra52btulZpnRVxlMEBOAQnwAZ10AJXoA06AIN78AiewYv2oD1pr9rbvLWkFTP74Ie09y/7R5oX</latexit>

�12 = 0.30

�8 = 0.30

<latexit sha1_base64="N9VEkPkTD1iEDZqWmts2LtZFXCg=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgddyFGG2EgI1lBPMByRH2NnvJkt29Y3dPiCGFf8FWezux9afY+kvcJFdo4oOBx3szzMwLE8608bwvJ7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD4+aOk4VoQ0S81i1Q6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsQg5bYWjm5nfeqBKs1jem3FCA4EHkkWMYGOl9iO6RmW3ctErljzXmwOtEj8jJchQ7xW/u/2YpIJKQzjWuuN7iQkmWBlGOJ0WuqmmCSYjPKAdSyUWVAeT+b1TdGaVPopiZUsaNFd/T0yw0HosQtspsBnqZW8m/ud1UhNdBRMmk9RQSRaLopQjE6PZ86jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqI/W0IxLdhQ/OUIVkmz7PpVt3JXKdWqWTx5OIFTOAcfLqEGt1CHBhDg8Awv8Oo8OW/Ou/OxaM052cwx/IHz+QMjdpUt</latexit>

z = 2.45

<latexit sha1_base64="6uAvq6ZxI0XuL3c0KH+YD0RKzBI=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5Eoo0QsLGMYD4gOcLeZi9Zsrt37O4J8UjhX7DV3k5s/Sm2/hL3kitM4oOBx3szzMwLYs60cd1vp7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aOkoUoU0S8Uh1AqwpZ5I2DTOcdmJFsQg4bQfj28xvP1KlWSQfzCSmvsBDyUJGsLFS5wndoIuqV+uXK27VnQGtEi8nFcjR6Jd/eoOIJIJKQzjWuuu5sfFTrAwjnE5LvUTTGJMxHtKupRILqv10du8UnVllgMJI2ZIGzdS/EykWWk9EYDsFNiO97GXif143MeG1nzIZJ4ZKMl8UJhyZCGXPowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYiBa2BGJasqF4yxGsklaWX/Xy/rJSr+XxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA5pAgMMLvMKb8+y8Ox/O57y14OQzx7AA5+sXIEuVKw==</latexit>

z = 2.16

<latexit sha1_base64="dkupUZtn2ircbmMu+vVyzqRvm7E=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgddyJiTZCwMYygvmA5Ah7m02yZHfv2N0T4pHCv2CrvZ3Y+lNs/SVukitM4oOBx3szzMwLY8608bxvJ7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD48aOkoUoXUS8Ui1QqwpZ5LWDTOctmJFsQg5bYaj26nffKRKs0g+mHFMA4EHkvUZwcZKrSd0g3y3XO4WS57rzYBWiZ+REmSodYs/nV5EEkGlIRxr3fa92AQpVoYRTieFTqJpjMkID2jbUokF1UE6u3eCzqzSQ/1I2ZIGzdS/EykWWo9FaDsFNkO97E3F/7x2YvrXQcpknBgqyXxRP+HIRGj6POoxRYnhY0swUczeisgQK0yMjWhhSygmBRuKvxzBKmlcuH7Fvby/LFUrWTx5OIFTOAcfrqAKd1CDOhDg8AKv8OY8O+/Oh/M5b8052cwxLMD5+gUjdJUt</latexit>

z = 1.55

<latexit sha1_base64="Vx/Q8kOE1cx0d0i1R38zWkJJwqU=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCsjjuN0UYI2FhGMB+QHGFvs5cs2d07dveEGFL4F2y1txNbf4qtv8RNcoVJfDDweG+GmXlhwpk2nvftrKyurW9s5rby2zu7e/uFg8O6jlNFaI3EPFbNEGvKmaQ1wwynzURRLEJOG+HgduI3HqnSLJYPZpjQQOCeZBEj2Fip+YRukO9eXHYKRc/1pkDLxM9IETJUO4WfdjcmqaDSEI61bvleYoIRVoYRTsf5dqppgskA92jLUokF1cFoeu8YnVqli6JY2ZIGTdW/EyMstB6K0HYKbPp60ZuI/3mt1ETXwYjJJDVUktmiKOXIxGjyPOoyRYnhQ0swUczeikgfK0yMjWhuSyjGeRuKvxjBMqmfu37ZLd2XipVyFk8OjuEEzsCHK6jAHVShBgQ4vMArvDnPzrvz4XzOWlecbOYI5uB8/QIgSpUr</latexit>

z = 1.35
<latexit sha1_base64="lhZtUMUX1chfNT2bYcILYAFBXLM=">AAAB/HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5Eoo0QsLGM4CWB5Ah7m71kye7esbsnxCP+BVvt7cTW/2LrL3GTXGESHww83pthZl6YcKaN6347hbX1jc2t4nZpZ3dv/6B8eNTUcaoI9UnMY9UOsaacSeobZjhtJ4piEXLaCke3U7/1SJVmsXww44QGAg8kixjBxkr+E7pBbq9ccavuDGiVeDmpQI5Gr/zT7cckFVQawrHWHc9NTJBhZRjhdFLqppommIzwgHYslVhQHWSzYyfozCp9FMXKljRopv6dyLDQeixC2ymwGeplbyr+53VSE10HGZNJaqgk80VRypGJ0fRz1GeKEsPHlmCimL0VkSFWmBibz8KWUExKNhRvOYJV0ryoerXq5f1lpV7L4ynCCZzCOXhwBXW4gwb4QIDBC7zCm/PsvDsfzue8teDkM8ewAOfrF77flHY=</latexit>

z = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="lhZtUMUX1chfNT2bYcILYAFBXLM=">AAAB/HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5Eoo0QsLGM4CWB5Ah7m71kye7esbsnxCP+BVvt7cTW/2LrL3GTXGESHww83pthZl6YcKaN6347hbX1jc2t4nZpZ3dv/6B8eNTUcaoI9UnMY9UOsaacSeobZjhtJ4piEXLaCke3U7/1SJVmsXww44QGAg8kixjBxkr+E7pBbq9ccavuDGiVeDmpQI5Gr/zT7cckFVQawrHWHc9NTJBhZRjhdFLqppommIzwgHYslVhQHWSzYyfozCp9FMXKljRopv6dyLDQeixC2ymwGeplbyr+53VSE10HGZNJaqgk80VRypGJ0fRz1GeKEsPHlmCimL0VkSFWmBibz8KWUExKNhRvOYJV0ryoerXq5f1lpV7L4ynCCZzCOXhwBXW4gwb4QIDBC7zCm/PsvDsfzue8teDkM8ewAOfrF77flHY=</latexit>

z = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="c/qBzJPLvbFIN+/EooXPUZfz4yk=">AAACCnicbVDJSgNBFOyJW4xbokcvjUHwFGbEDU8BLx6jmAWSEHo6b5ImPQvdb9Q4zB/4C1717k28+hNe/RI7y8EkFjwoqt6jHuVGUmi07W8rs7S8srqWXc9tbG5t7+QLuzUdxopDlYcyVA2XaZAigCoKlNCIFDDflVB3B1cjv34PSoswuMNhBG2f9QLhCc7QSJ18oYXwiMktdHVfeEjTp06+aJfsMegicaakSKaodPI/rW7IYx8C5JJp3XTsCNsJUyi4hDTXijVEjA9YD5qGBswH3U7Gr6f00Chd6oXKTIB0rP69SJiv9dB3zabPsK/nvZH4n9eM0btoJyKIYoSAT4K8WFIM6agH2hUKOMqhIYwrYX6lvM8U42jamklx/TRnSnHmK1gkteOSc1Y6vTkpli+n9WTJPjkgR8Qh56RMrkmFVAknD+SFvJI369l6tz6sz8lqxpre7JEZWF+/R2ma6Q==</latexit>

Redshift z

<latexit sha1_base64="TWhe7twJ+RHT2HpZJuK4DYpNzMY=">AAACDXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1Kq7cBItQN2VSSh+7gi7EVQX7gLaUTJqZhiYzQ5IRylDwD/wGt7p2J279Bpf+iZm2ghU9cOFwzr3ce48bcaa043xYK6tr6xubma3s9s7u3r59cNhSYSwJbZKQh7LjYkU5C2hTM81pJ5IUC5fTtju+SP32HZWKhcGtnkS0L7AfMI8RrI00sI97l5RrDP18TzFf4EGCitPzgZ1zCo7jIIRgSlCl7BhSq1WLqApRahnkwAKNgf3ZG4YkFjTQhGOlusiJdD/BUjPC6TTbixWNMBljn3YNDbCgqp/Mzp/CM6MMoRdKU4GGM/XnRIKFUhPhmk6B9Uj99lLxL68ba6/aT1gQxZoGZL7IiznUIUyzgEMmKdF8YggmkplbIRlhiYk2iS1tccXUZPL9OPyftIoFVC6Ubkq5+vX9PJ0MOAGnIA8QqIA6uAIN0AQEJOARPIFn68F6sV6tt3nrirVI9AgswXr/AmUynB8=</latexit>

�g(�12)



Θk ≡
ikjvj(k, a)

Ha

PΘΘ(k, a) = f2Pm(k, a)

Linear level

v = a
dx
dt

= a
dx

dσ12

dσ12

dt
= ṽσ12 faH

ṽ

Θ̃k ≡ ikjṽj(k, a) = −
δm(k, a)

σ12

dσ12

dt
= σ12(z)

dD(z)
da

da
dt

= f(a)H(a)σ12

PΘ̃Θ̃(k, a) =
Pm(k, a)
(σ12)2


